CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
In this chapter the researcher give conclusion and suggestion. After analyzing
The Blind Side by John Lee Huncock movie and know the moral value in it, the
researcher make conclusion and suggestion based on the analysis above.
A. Conclusion
From the findings above researcher would like to write the conlusion
as follows:
1. Moral values in this movie are:
Researcher find nine moral values in. first, moral value of fair and
humane. The researcher finds five example of fair humane, this movie gives a
main point to be fair and humane in the environment without distinction. Fair
and humane will reduce the gap and can live mutually help in the society. So,
socialization is an important thing, in order people do not make individualism.
Second, the researcher finds three example of bravely. It shows that
the movie also give a main point to teach the important of bravely in reality.
Some people are afraid to do new things because they will feel aggrieved with
all the risks that will come and he will not try new things and will not change
his life for the better. So, the movie give message through some characters in
order make people know from the plot of the story.

Third, the researcher finds three example in each moral values from
confidence and potiention, self-discipline and moderation. The movie give
learning to be confidence and potention in every situation and do not care about
the bad past. Self discipline and moderation to teaches people discipline in
doing what it wants to achieve with maximum effort. Because, everything
needs work hard in order get what people want.
Fourth, the researcher found two example in each moral values from
loyalty and trustworthy, respect. The example of loyalty and trustworthy can
give message to be someone who can be trusted by others in words or deeds.
Because a trust is a weapon. So, the good things is doing something that can be
trusted in goodness.
Fifth, researcher find five example of love and affection. It shows that
the movie also give a main point to teach the important of love and affection. In
fact many people do not care in others, they just focus in their life without care
about their society. this movie teach us that f love and affection is the key in
educating children. So, the movie give message through some characters in
order make people know from the plot of the story.
Sixth, researcher finds one example of kind and friendly, kind and
friendly is the last moral values which the most appears. it shows that the movie
also give a main point to teach the important of kind and friendly in reality.
People cannot live alone without helped by each others. they need others to

socialize. So, socialization is an important thing, in order people do not make
individualism.

2. Moral values and the Implications for education:
The writer find three moral values and the implication for education.
First, Teacher should always teach fair and humane to their students.
Because fair and humane can make students better at treating others and
respecting others in the future so also in education, teachers should not
distinguish students in the teaching process.
Second, Parents should understand the desire and the ability of their
children so that, they don’t take a wrong steps in educating their children. As
parents, they must know the tallent that is owned by his son, parents should
not impose their will. The good parents are the who are able to understand
the desires and the capabilities of their children, so that they don’t take
wrong steps in educating.
Third, The students do not belittle the teacher The teachers do
whatever is the thing that will definitely make the students become the best,
and impossible for a teacher plunges his students, school teachers are our
parents.

B. Suggestion
Regrading to the conclusion above, the researcher want to give some
suggestion to the English teacher, the students and further researcher. For the
English teacher this movie can be a good media for teacher to teach English
Prose. Other hand, teacher can transform the positive value for students.
Teacher can transform the values through this movie. For the students, this
movie is a good recommendation for students. Students can absorb the positive
values which show in this movie. Cooperation, ambition, open-minded,
toleration are the positives value to make an example by students. That value
will make students realize what the core is it. For the further researcher, the
researcher recommends to other researchers that they should do some related
researches in deeper, further, and better techniques. Positive criticism is needed
to make the next study better.

